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JIASS REVIEWERS AND REFEREES (2010–2016)

Gratitude and appreciation are expressed to the following persons, among others, who served as reviewers and referees for papers. The publication of this journal would not be possible without their professional dedication and support. THANK YOU!

Robert Barrows, History, Indiana University at Indianapolis
Subir Bandyopadhyay, Business and Economics, Indiana University Northwest
Suchandra Basu, Economics and Finance, Rhode Island College
Kim Bays-Brown, Psychology, Ball State University
Sedefka Beck, Economics, Valparaiso University
Bruce Bigelow, History and Geography, Butler University
Tom Boyt, Management and Business, Valparaiso University
Margaret Brabant, Political Science, Butler University
Todd Bradley, Political Science, Indiana University Kokomo
Daniel Briere, Modern Languages, University of Indianapolis
Christie Byun, Economics, Wabash College
Bernardo J. Carducci, Psychology, Indiana University Southeast
Michael G. Cartwright, Philosophy and Religion, University of Indianapolis
Cory Clasemann, Institutional Research, University of Indianapolis
Krista Cline, Sociology and Criminology, Butler University
William L. Colburn, Psychology, Northern Illinois University
Cheryl W. DeLeon, Psychology, Purdue University North Central
Nirupama Devaraj, Economics, Valparaiso University
Elise Edwards, History and Anthropology, Butler University
Joseph Ferrandino, Criminal Justice, Indiana University Northwest
George Geib, History and Anthropology, Butler University
Angela J. Grippo, Psychology, Northern Illinois University
Peter Z. Grossman, Economics, Butler University
Paul Hanson, History, Butler University
Wei He, Business and Leadership, Purdue University Northwest–North Central
Gihoon Hong, Economics, Indiana University South Bend
Hisaya Kitaoka, Economics, Franklin College
Robert S. Main, Economics, Butler University
Katharine Bohley Martin, Business, University of Indianapolis
Siobhan McEvoy-Levy, Political Science, Butler University
John McIlvried, Psychological Sciences, University of Indianapolis
Philip Michelbach, Political Science, West Virginia University
Randy Mills, Social Sciences, Oakland City University
Mary C. Moore, Sociology, University of Indianapolis
Matt Murphy, Political Science, Centenary College of Louisiana
Katherine B. Novak, Sociology and Criminology, Butler University
James Pennell, Sociology, University of Indianapolis
Josh Petrusa, Library Sciences, Butler University
Jaishankar Raman, Economics, Valparaiso University
Surekha Rao, Economics, Indiana University Northwest
D. Eric Schansberg, Economics, Indiana University Southeast
Dulce Maria Scott, Sociology and Criminal Justice, Anderson University
Arun Kumar Srinivasan, Economics, Indiana University Southeast
Cliff Staten, Political Science and International Studies, Indiana University Southeast
Jonathan Swarts, Political Science, Purdue University Northwest–North Central
James C. Thomas, Business, Indiana University Northwest